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in 10 years, the healthcare system will be a different beast. the power of technology 

and data will change the way we face the current challenges driving us towards 

more integrated care based on population health and value, with increased patient 

engagement.

this all means the old healthcare provision paradigm is crumbling. not that hospi-

tals will not be there, but they will be reimagined. Like Mark twain once said, “the 

reports of my death are greatly exaggerated.” 

reimagining what a hospital is requires the broadest reconsideration of what 

a hospital’s functions are and where health systems will stand in the future. how 

do we introduce systemic changes? how do we embrace innovation and make it 

sustainable? our ‘reimagined hospitals’ issue provides valuable insights on these 

and other issues.

our it editor-in-Chief prof. Christian Lovis explains how harnessing technology 

may make overhauling the entire system unnecessary while adam gale from KLas 

gives his forecast on what healthcare may look like in 10 years. Christopher shaw 

‘reimagines a hospital’ from a design and architecture perspective. Chris McCahan 

from the iFC urges us to rethink the entire healthcare value chain. how ai is chal-

lenging the role of a radiologist is provided by stephen baker and the emerging need 

for ‘superspecialists’ is highlighted by Marcel Levi. the success of Finland, a world 

leader in tech integration and data leverage, is described by sirpa arvonen, head of 

the state-wide digital health Village. We also cover the role of FaMga in shaking up 

the traditional model of healthcare and a panel of healthcare experts, which includes 

hospitalist robert Wachter, provide their opinions regarding the most transforma-

tional change in healthcare in the next decade.

We ‘spotlight’ optimism in the imaging community on ai in radiology following 

rsna 2019. in Winning practices, a care provider speaks about innovation and 

change in executive management in healthcare. We also look at the urgent need to 

adopt a culture of safety for zero preventable deaths, a quality approach to data with 

four governance pillars and streamlining radiology workflow in imaging departments. 

the works of an innovative platform plan adapta, launched in spain, is also in focus 

alongside the outcomes of a project aimed at promoting nurse health.

We hope this journal will provide food for thought. as always, we welcome your 

news and views.

happy reading!
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